
A towering Escher-like structure made 
from American tulipwood CLT for the 
London Design Festival 2013.  

This publication tells the story of Endless Stair, a towering Escher-like 
structure that was erected outside Tate Modern in September 2013 
for the London Design Festival. Made from American tulipwood CLT,  
it was an exciting exploration of space and form that also pioneered 
the use of a new material, and acted as a research project. It was 
designed by dRMM and engineered by Arup.
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I am delighted to be introducing this 

publication on Endless Stair, one of the 

stars of the 2013 London Design Festival. 

since we founded the london design Festival 

in 2003, the aim has been to challenge, 

educate, inspire and entertain londoners and 

visitors about design.

endless stair is exciting because it is not only 

in the city, but of the city. it allows visitors new 

views of london by offering them a unique 

vantage point of the thames, tate Modern and 

the Millennium Bridge. it is a magnificent and 

daring piece of architecture and engineering, but 

one that can only be appreciated fully when it is 

animated by visitors. this makes it an excellent 

ambassador for the london design Festival, 

since design, after all, is all about people.

as the london design Festival has grown, it 

has occupied increasingly large areas of the city. 

to have a project like endless stair in such a 

prominent position at tate Modern means that it 

is an ambassador not only for itself but also for the 

whole of the Festival, helping to attract attention to 

the range of activities that make up the Festival.

the fact that endless stair is not only a 

beautiful sculpture but also an investigation of  

a new technology is most welcome. design 

needs to evolve and projects like this can inspire 

not only the designers of today but also those 

of tomorrow, who may, by walking up endless 

stair, be taking the first steps toward creating 

the even more exciting objects that will grace 

future london design Festivals. 

this is the sixth collaboration between the 

london design Festival and the american 

Hardwood export Council. all have been 

different, challenging and surprising, and endless 

stair is no exception.

John Sorrell

Co-founder, London Design Festival

F o r e w o r d

Projects like this can 
inspire not only the 
designers of today but 
also those of tomorrow.
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esCHer CoMes 
to tHe tHaMes
The immediate fascination of a structure that visitors  
could inhabit was backed up by rigorous research that  
offers new potential for construction.

ndless Stair, a 

timber installation 

that seems to 

challenge the rules 

of perspective and 

which was installed 

outside tate Modern 

in London in the 

autumn of 2013, 

takes its inspiration 

from the drawings of Escher. But unlike 

the works of the dutch graphic artist, whose 

designs were famously mathematically 

impossible, endless stair was not only realisable 

but actually achieved. 

endless stair was made up of a series of timber 

flights, some veering to the right some to the 

left, offering a number of routes to a top flight 

that culminated in a dramatic viewing platform. 

it was a great contribution to the london 

design Festival. equivalent to three storeys in 

height, the network of stairs allowed visitors to 

enjoy the capital from different viewpoints.

But it was much more than just a piece of 

art. the latest in a series of collaborations 

between the london design Festival and 

the american Hardwood export Council 

(aHeC), it pioneered the use of hardwood in 

cross-laminated timber. a fast-establishing 

technology, cross-laminated timber is usually 

made from softwood, but aHeC believes that 

there is real potential for using tulipwood 

- an abundant, relatively inexpensive and 

structurally impressive american hardwood.

to explore the use of tulipwood Clt, 

aHeC commissioned drMM architects and 

arup engineers, to create a design that is 

not only visually exciting but that also tests 

the potential of this new form of timber 

construction. Manufacturers in italy and 

switzerland made the elements, which were 

assembled quickly and efficiently on site.

Part of the thinking behind the project 

was a desire to make the structure as 

environmentally friendly as possible, with 

each flight of stairs built up from standard 

elements, as little waste as possible in 

construction, and the ability to re-use and 

relocate the design either in part or as a 

whole. these laudable aspirations have been 

backed up by hard figures, using aHeC’s 

iso-conformant life-cycle assessment (lCa) 

prepared by Pe international, leaders in the 

field of lCa. this is the latest piece of work 

in aHeC’s ongoing mission to demonstrate 

scientifically the real sustainable credentials of 

american hardwoods. 

endless stair combined the visual excitement  

of an art installation with the seriousness of  

a research project – a winning combination.

i n t r o d u C t i o n
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F i r s t  t H o u g H t s

lex de rijke of de 

rijke Marsh Morgan 

(drMM) has long been 

a fan of using timber 

in architecture and 

pioneered the use 

of cross-laminated 

timber (CLt) in the 

uK at Kingsdale 

School in 2004. in an 

article entitled ‘Timber is the new concrete’, he 

predicted that timber would be the dominant 

construction material of the 21st Century. 

the challenge of using timber in a new way 

was, therefore, a perfect fit. on embarking 

on the project, de rijke commented, ‘swiss, 

austrian and german development of laminated 

mass-timber construction techniques (with 

increasingly fine consequences) are now 

challenging the preconception that timber is 

modern architecture’s poor relation.’ 

when david Venables, european director of the 

american Hardwood export Council, approached 

de rijke to discuss a possible collaboration, it 

was of great interest to him. ‘we thought it 

was an opportunity to do some research with 

a hardwood,’ de rijke said. He is committed to 

designing structures that do not waste materials. 

‘we have tried to dimension the panels according 

to the size that can be laminated,’ he said. ‘they 

can be simply cut with no waste.’

For Venables, it was an exciting way to further 

explore the potential of a hardwood that he 

describes as ‘one of the most intriguing timbers 

that we have.’ He was aware of drMM’s work, 

and keen to establish a new collaboration that 

could bring creative architectural thinking to 

the use of timber, in the same way that earlier 

projects for the london design Festival had 

done. these included ‘sclera’, a pavilion designed 

by david adjaye in 2008 and the ‘timber wave’, 

a complex arched structure by al_a architects 

that stood outside the Victoria & albert Museum 

in 2011. Venables said ‘the timber wave 

brought us very close to arup,’ the engineer that 

worked on the design, and this latest project is a 

further collaboration with the same engineer. 

arup has built up great expertise in the use 

of timber, but this project has allowed its 

team to explore its use further. ‘what is really 

exciting,’ said andrew lawrence of arup, ‘is 

that every element of design, manufacture 

and installation has to be investigated. How 

does it perform? How is it glued? How long 

do you press it for?’ the practice has carried 

out sophisticated analyses of the material, 

in particular in the way it behaves under a 

movement known as rolling shear. at the 

same time, arup has applied its judgment and 

its understanding of the material. ‘we have 

loved the learning journey,’ said arup’s adrian 

Campbell, ‘and helping alex to realise his visual 

criteria is incredibly important’.

teamwork may be an over-used term, but 

it has been essential in this project, with 

the architect and engineer exchanging ideas 

with each other and with the manufacturers 

who understand what the best approach can 

be. the last members of the team were the 

public who, by populating the stair, gave it a 

meaning that it would never have had while 

standing empty.
Alex de Rijke (standing) and Jonas Lencer of dRMM explore the 
geometric complexity of the test flight in manufacturer nüssli’s plant.

Team work may be an 
over-used term, but it 
has been essential in 
this project. 

tHe teaM 
CoMes 
togetHer
Architectural imagination, engineering 
expertise, and a shared love for and curiosity 
about timber were the vital ingredients in 
the success of Endless Stair.
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C l t  a n d  t u l i P w o o d

ross-laminated 

timber (CLt) is an 

engineered timber 

product that is 

used increasingly to 

create the walls and 

floors of buildings. 

it is of a ‘sandwich’ 

construction, normally with an odd number 

of layers in the sandwich. on each successive 

layer the fibres of the timbers run in opposing 

perpendicular directions, so that if you could 

look through the Clt from above you would 

see a kind of grid of fibres. it is orthotropic 

– that is, it has different properties in three 

directions. this is important because timber 

is strong along the directions of the fibres, 

but less so in the cross direction. Building up 

tulipwood Clt is a way of making large panels 

from small trees. it also gives it dimensional 

Cross laminated panels

strengtH in 
sandwiCHes
CLT is an impressive technology and tulipwood offers 
great potential for its further improvement.

building up tulipwood 
CLT is a way of 
making large panels 
from small trees. 

FaCe glue   
Between layers

Boards in eaCH 
layer run 

in diFFerent 
direCtions 

layers are 
tyPiCally  20mm 
tHiCk FroM  1” 

Boards

edge glue  
Between 
Boards
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stability. Modern off-site manufacturing 

methods mean that Clt panels can be made 

in a factory and then delivered on site for 

assembly in a fast and accurate manner, cutting 

down on the time needed for construction and 

the risks involved.

another advantage of Clt is that, because 

each sheet is built up from a number of planks, 

any local weak areas, such as knots, have 

relatively little effect on the overall strength. this 

makes it possible to use lower grades of timber 

than are traditionally considered for construction, 

without any loss of quality in the finished 

product.

solid Clt panels also have inherent fire 

resistance and therefore can be left exposed 

in finished structures without applied fire 

protection. 

european manufacturers of Clt panels use 

softwood – most commonly spruce. the 

question that aHeC posed was, would it be 

feasible to use a stronger hardwood to make the 

panels, to combine the advantages of Clt with 

the visual appearance and inherent strength of  

a hardwood?

david Venables of aHeC saw tulipwood as 

particularly suitable for this purpose. one of 

the most abundant hardwoods in american 

forests it is, like all american hardwoods, grown 

sustainably. its botanic name is Liriodendron 

tulipifera and one common name in the u.s. is 

yellow poplar – confusing, as it is biologically 

entirely different to poplar, and has much 

better mechanical properties. tulipwood is 

often referred to as ‘Queen of the Forest’, 

derived from the fact that it grows tall and 

straight, often towering over other trees in the 

canopy. as it grows upwards, it tends to drop 

its branches resulting in timber with fewer knots 

than other u.s. hardwoods. 

tulipwood’s structural strength is well 

understood, since it is one of a number of 

species on which arup and the Building research 

establishment carried out tests several years ago 

(the others were american red oak,  american 

white oak and american ash). tulipwood is an 

anomalous material in that although it has the 

same bending strength as oak, its density is 

similar to softwood. the idea of using Clt made 

from this light, strong, affordable timber was, 

therefore, an intriguing one. endless stair is the 

first step in this investigation. 

Page 13: American tulipwood trees.

Above Right: Tulipwood CLT and  
glulam panels in Endless Stair.

Right: dRMM’s Kingsdale school pioneered  
the use of softwood CLT in the uK .

Liriodendron tulipifera

C l t  a n d  t u l i P w o o d C l t  a n d  t u l i P w o o d

The structural 
strength of 
tulipwood is well 
understood.

Tulipwood facTs
Tulipwood is a creamy white 
timber with colour variations. 
The CLT panels include brown, 
green and purple streaks which 
are natural character marks.

A tulipwood tree will grow for 
approximately 40 – 60 years 
before it is harvested.

American tulipwood, 
(Liriodendron tulipifera), derives 
its name from its distinctive 
tulip-shaped flowers. 

Tulipwood makes up 7.5% of the 
standing hardwood resource in 
American hardwood forests.
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s u s t a i n a B l e  F o r e s t r y
hardwood forest in 

northern wisconsin.

imber is the most 

sustainable of the 

major renewable 

construction 

materials because, 

as a growing 

material, it locks 

up carbon dioxide, 

storing it during the 

period it is in use. if at the end of its life it is 

recycled into another application, that storage 

continues. when there is no further use for 

it, it can be burnt to produce heat, electricity 

or both. By generating heat or electricity we 

avoid the burden of burning fossil fuels such as 

natural gas, which emit greenhouse gases. 

the forests in which timber grows can be 

seen as ‘carbon sinks’, locking up carbon dioxide 

within the trees. But not all forests are equal 

– if they are not harvested, the rate of carbon 

sequestration decreases. in recognition of this, 

the un intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change wrote in its Fourth assessment report 

that, ‘in the long term, a sustainable forest 

management strategy aimed at maintaining or 

increasing forest carbon stocks, while producing 

an annual sustained yield of timber, fibre or 

energy from the forest, will generate the largest 

sustained mitigation benefit.’

a ‘sustainable forest management strategy,’ 

avoids depletion by excessive harvesting and the 

american hardwood forest demonstrates this. 

in the case of american hardwoods, this is not 

an issue. Between 1953 and 2007, the volume 

of hardwood standing in american forests more 

than doubled from 5 billion m3 to 11.4 billion m3. 

the american Hardwood export Council has 

invested in detailed life-cycle analysis of its 

If forests are not 
harvested, the rate of 
carbon sequestration 
decreases.

timbers, taking them from the forest through 

initial processing to the factory gate. Carried out 

by leaders in the field, Pe international, this work 

was audited by an international critical review 

panel. the full iso-conformant report is available 

at www.americanhardwood.org 

it found, for example, that kiln drying of 

timber is the greatest source of global warming 

potential, contributing between 8% and 32% 
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*FIA IMP value refers to the species “Importance value” 
calculated by the u.S. Forest Service Forest Inventory and 
Analysis (FIA) programme. It is a measure of the proportion 
of the forest stand comprised of each species on a scale 
of 0 - 200.  
0 = species not present; 200 = monoculture of the species.  

The current range and FIA Importance value of tulipwood in the united States .
Source: uSDA Forest Service

Hardwood forest in 
northern Wisconsin.
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of the potential in the production process. it 

varies according to the species of timber (some 

take longer to dry) and also depends on the 

thickness of the timber.

transport, however, was found to have less 

of an impact than expected, especially when it 

is by sea. so for example, road transport from 

the united states to Canada has a larger impact 

on global warming potential than transport by 

ship from the united states to western europe. 

However, other impacts are higher for sea 

transport, such as the acidification potential, a 

result of the sulphur contained in the fuel and 

the ensuing emissions of of sulphur  

dioxide (so2). 

data on material impacts from production 

has, by definition, to stop at the factory gate 

– or at the site if there is no further factory 

processing – since the details of what happens 

next are unknown. But when it comes to a 

specific project such as endless stair, or a 

product, such as cross-laminated timber, then 

it is possible to collect specific data and work 

out the precise impacts. Pe international creates 

‘i-report’ templates which allow you to change 

certain variables and appraise their impact on 

a specific product. it has created one for this 

project (see pages 42-51).  

You can see the i-report at  

www.americanhardwood.org/EndlessStair/  

graph to show annual growth and harvest volume of tulipwood in u.S. hardwood - producing states.
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of the potential in the production process. it 

varies according to the species of timber (some 

take longer to dry) and also depends on the 

thickness of the timber.

transport, however, was found to have less 

of an impact than expected, especially when it 

is by sea. so for example, road transport from 

the united states to Canada has a larger impact 

on global warming potential than transport by 

ship from the united states to western europe. 

However, other impacts are higher for sea 

transport, such as the acidification potential, a 

result of the sulphur contained in the fuel and 

the ensuing emissions of of sulphur  

dioxide (so2). 

data on material impacts from production 

has, by definition, to stop at the factory gate 

– or at the site if there is no further factory 

processing – since the details of what happens 

next are unknown. But when it comes to a 

specific project such as endless stair, or a 

product, such as cross-laminated timber, then 

it is possible to collect specific data and work 

out the precise impacts. Pe international creates 

‘i-report’ templates which allow you to change 

certain variables and appraise their impact on 

a specific product. it has created one for this 

project (see pages 42-51).  

You can see the i-report at  

www.americanhardwood.org/EndlessStair/  
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d e s i g n  C o n C e P t

stePs to a 
sCulPture
Endless Stair materialised as a  
sculptural form, yet posed challenges  
in terms of public accessibility.

aced with the challenge 

from the American 

Hardwood Export 

Council to produce a 

sculptural installation 

using slender 60mm 

thick tulipwood CLt 

panels, Alex de rijke 

settled quickly on an 

idea involving stairs. 

‘on stairs people interact, they pass each other, 

they are always interesting places with spatial 

and social potential,’ he said. ‘we thought a 

staircase would be a good vehicle for exploring 

structure, space and making a sculpture. stairs 

are sculpture’s gift to architecture.’ 

one of the earliest decisions was to make 

the steps and the balustrades on one side from 

identical elements of Clt, equivalent in size. these 

elements are stacked up with a spacer element 

between them, creating the flights which, as a 

result of the stacking process, then veer either to 

the right or to the left, depending on the position 

of the balustrade. 

although at first glance, the stairs seem to go 

off in all directions, in fact there is an essential 

0 2  |  d e s i g n
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symmetry to the design, with pairs of stairs 

forming arches for structural stability. the visual 

tricks that they play are indicated by the fact 

that the architect had to build physical models 

because, in computer drawings, the structure 

was almost impossible to understand. like the 

best optical illusions, what came forward at one 

moment appeared to recede the next.

in order to avoid the possibility of the flights 

of stairs pushing outwards, they were restrained 

at the bottom by concrete blocks embedded in 

the ground. these also served as the bottom 

tread on every one of the lowest staircases. 

they have the additional advantage of raising 

the timber structure off the ground, so that it is 

not susceptible to rot or swelling from standing 

groundwater.  Five large upright double solid 

timber columns also stabilise the structure.

one of the biggest challenges came from 

the fact that this was not simply a sculptural 

installation, but also one that the public could 

access. 

visualisation by dRRM, showing the model 
viewed from four different directions.

fig2: early skeTches

Sketch by Arup investigating the joint between the tread and the balustrade elements.

Sketch by Arup showing the way that the flights would build up and identifying dimensions.

01 02

03 04

01

03

02
04

fig 1 
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although it did not need planning permission, 

because it was only temporary, it still had to be 

safe to use, with balustrades that would not 

let people fall through, landings in appropriate 

positions, and non-slip finishes. and, of 

course, the sculpture had to be designed to 

accommodate the loading of people expected 

to use it. 

with a total of 187 steps, arup designed 

the sculpture so that there could theoretically 

be about 100 people on the structure at any 

one time – observations on services such as 

the london underground show that, even on 

crowded escalators, people only occupy every 

other tread. 

while the structural design only required a 

balustrade on one side of the treads, safety 

considerations meant that there had to be one 

on the other side as well. the architect designed 

a series of uprights. ‘i thought at first it would 

take all the transparency away,’ said alex de 

rijke. ‘But then i realised that it would add  

a layer of interest by casting a shadow.’

the entire project required work from first 

principles, using testing, research and analysis. 

this will bring endless benefits. the ultimate 

aspiration is not simply to create a beautiful 

sculpture, but to bring tulipwood Clt into 

mainstream building construction.  

d e s i g n  C o n C e P t d e s i g n  C o n C e P t

The sculpture had 
to be designed to 
accommodate the 
loading of people 
expected to use it.

fig 3: kiT of parTs
01  Tread, infill block and balustrade posts. 

02  The five elements that come together to make a single step element.

03  Steps joined together into flights, with only a handrail added.

01

03

02
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designing 
in detail
how the teams designed an intricate sculpture that 
pushed the boundaries of conventional thinking. 

rup has 

undertaken  

in-depth analysis 

and research for 

the engineering 

design of Endless 

Stair.  Hardwood 

Clt (cross-

laminated timber) 

had never been 

manufactured before. ‘novelty, learning 

and the pure joy of such an exciting 

engineering challenge has been a great 

opportunity,’ said adrian Campbell, project 

director at arup.  ‘working within a fast-

paced programme, we demonstrated that 

designers and manufacturers can deliver an 

elegant, complex and ambitious solution, 

whilst being cost efficient.’  

even softwood Clt had never been used in 

such a complex way. as andrew lawrence, 

arup’s timber specialist, explained, ‘Most Clt 

buildings are very simple. the Clt is just used 

to make walls and floors. no-one has ever 

attempted something as complex as this.’ 

to realise this project, arup engineers 

undertook a three-fold approach: engineers 

studied the latest information available; 

performed sophisticated analysis and 

calculations; and commissioned testing 

to demonstrate that the theoretical 

performance would be achieved in practice.

this was a tremendous opportunity 

to illustrate how engineering from first 

principles could bring to fruition the 

architect’s concept in an elegant and 

efficient manner, while at the same time 

promoting the use of a completely new 

timber material.

Plot showing the axial forces 
under a wind loading case. 
Reds and oranges show the 
largest tension forces, blues 
and purples show the largest 
compression forces.

Designers and 
manufacturers can 
deliver an elegant, 
complex and 
ambitious solution, 
whilst being cost 
efficient.
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sHear

sHear

FiBres tend to deForM 
More  wHen stressed 

PerPendiCular  to tHe grain

Manufacturing  
hardwood cLt  

one of the challenges of manufacturing 

hardwood Clt is the size of the available raw 

material. softwood Clt producers usually 

source planed, kiln-dried timber. all the pieces 

have an identical thickness, width and length. 

in contrast, american hardwoods are generally 

shipped in random widths and lengths (Figure 

2). For tulipwood, the width can vary from 

95mm to 350mm and the length from 1.8m 

to 4.8m. a higher degree of wastage would 

have occurred had boards been cut down to 

standard lengths and widths to suit a typical 

softwood Clt manufacturer. For future 

commercial development of tulipwood Clt, it 

may be possible to source fixed width lumber. 

the solution however for this project was to 

identify a company that could edge-glue the 

random-width boards together into large flat 

sheets. imola legno was identified as the 

preferred manufacturer. 

edge-gluing is the application of glue between 

the boards that make up each individual layer of 

a Clt panel. normally edge-gluing is not required. 

For endless stair, however, the Clt panels had to 

be cut into relatively small elements and edge-

gluing was, therefore, essential. this treatment 

ensured unglued joints did not appear in 

sensitive locations. to add further strength, imola 

legno created a finger-joint between the edge-

glued boards. (see pages 34-35 for images).

identifying the appropriate glue was also 

essential. the PVa joinery glue which imola 

legno normally used was not suitable for 

structural use outside. when exposed to the 

elements, PVa quickly loses strength and, 

therefore, would not be suitable for a sculpture 

that carrying loads. the normal solution for 

Clt is to use polyurethane glue. testing was 

undertaken by Purbond, a company specialising 

in adhesives for timber construction, proving 

that tulipwood glues very easily. Polyurethanes, 

however, set relatively fast and, therefore, 

require specialist equipment that imola legno 

could not obtain in time. it was decided instead, 

to use an epoxy resin (lamset by rotafix). this 

particular epoxy resin is much easier to apply 

by hand. in the future it will make sense to use 

standard polyurethane glue as this will be more 

economic. 

understanding  
tuLipwood cLt

understanding the behaviour of tulipwood 

Clt, especially in ‘rolling shear’, was the first 

challenge.  Clt is made by gluing small planks 

together in two directions, thus enabling 

very large panels to be manufactured from 

small trees. unlike in a floor joist where all 

the wood fibres run in the span direction, in 

cross-laminated timber approximately half run 

crossways. therefore, when a Clt floor panel 

deforms under load (Figure 1), the cross-

fibres tend to roll over each other. this rolling 

increases the amount of deformation.

until Clt was invented, very little testing 

had been undertaken on rolling shear for any 

wood species. eurocode 5, for instance, simply 

recommends taking the rolling shear as twice 

the tension strength perpendicular to grain, 

and there is little or no guidance on rolling 

shear stiffness. For endless stair, testing at the 

university of trento utilised the test method in 

the provisional european standard for Clt (pr en 

The solution was to 
identify a manufacturer 
that could edge-glue 
the random-width 
boards together into 
large flat sheets.

fig 1: rolling shear
The two - directional nature of CLT makes an 
understanding of rolling shear essential.

duraBility

CLT is not suitable for permanent use 

outside. Rain and humidity cause the wood 

to swell, and that can, in turn, place stress 

on the glue lines. Tulipwood is not durable 

enough for external exposure without 

treatment. To improve durability and limit 

swelling, two coats of lacquer were applied 

to the faces and end grain of the panels. In  

 

addition, any standing water was removed 

from the sculpture, to reduce the 

possibility of moisture ingress.   

The bottom tread of each flight was made 

of concrete to avoid the timber having 

unnecessary contact with the ground, 

which could have potentially led to 

moisture uptake and swelling. 

American sawmills cut timber in random widths and lengths, 
which may pose a challenge for traditional CLT manufacturers.

16351) to determine more accurate values. 

three Clt panels were made and tested. 

the results were incredibly exciting. they 

demonstrated that tulipwood was approximately 

three times stronger and stiffer in rolling shear 

than softwood. this evidenced arup’s original 

hypothesis that tulipwood was an ideal material 

to use for Clt. understanding the rolling shear 

properties allowed the design of endless stair 

to proceed with increased confidence as to how 

the overall structure would behave.

fig 2 
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by examining how 
people queued on busy 
stairs, Arup defined an 
appropriate level  
of loading.

structuraL concept 

the overall structural concept for the stair is 

relatively simple. the flights tend to act partly 

as arching elements, with compression carried 

both through the solid balustrades and from 

tread to tread down to the ground (Figure 3). 

the overall shape of the sculpture allows flights 

to lean against each other.

the behaviour of the stair is similar 

to georgian ‘cantilever stairs’, a slightly 

misleading term as the stairs do not actually 

cantilever. Vertical loads are actually 

transmitted down to the ground by one tread 

supporting the one above (Figure 4). Bending 

in the thin Clt panel connecting adjacent 

treads must be carried by just a 20mm 

thick layer of tulipwood. the connection 

between treads is, therefore, one of the 

most highly stressed parts of the sculpture. 

the balustrades help to stiffen the structure 

rather than just the treads on their own. the 

stiffness of the side balustrades is controlled 

by the ‘rolling shear’ properties and the 

amount of overlap between one balustrade 

panel and the next.

the use of hardwood Clt panels means  

that the structure’s geometry has been 

maintained as envisaged by the architect in 

the conceptual designs. 

fig 3 The pairs of flights act as arching elements.

designing for perforMance

since the installation was designed to be 

interactive and people were encouraged to 

climb the stairs, the sculpture had to be safe 

to use, while not compromising the overall 

aesthetics of the design.

with little guidance on how a structure of 

this type would perform, arup had to identify 

the appropriate engineering design criteria to 

assess its performance. By examining how 

people queue on busy stairs, with one person 

standing on every other tread, arup defined an 

appropriate level of loading. in typical loading 

terms this equated to approximately 2kn/m2 

(i.e. 200 kg/m2). in addition, arup predicted that 

there might be times when people would stop 

and assemble in groups. For these concentrated 

patch loads, arup assumed having one person 

on every tread. this is equivalent to nearly  

4kn/m2. Figure 5 shows the deflections of the 

sculpture under a uniform load of 2kn/m2 on 

every tread. 

it was also important to set a limit on how 

much the structure could move. the analysis 

model showed that no part of the structure 

would ever move by more than 20mm, which 

was acceptable. in most areas, the movement 

would be far less than this (see figure 6 over  

the page).  

arCHing ForCes 
are taken in tHe 

Balustrade

inFills transFer 
ForCes Between 

treadsfig 4: working TogeTher
Each tread supports the one above, bringing 
the load to the ground.

fig 5 Predicted deflections of the sculpture under a uniform load of 2kn/m2 
on every tread. Red shows the largest lateral deflections.
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both through the solid balustrades and from 

tread to tread down to the ground (Figure 3). 
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to georgian ‘cantilever stairs’, a slightly 

misleading term as the stairs do not actually 

cantilever. Vertical loads are actually 

transmitted down to the ground by one tread 

supporting the one above (Figure 4). Bending 

in the thin Clt panel connecting adjacent 

treads must be carried by just a 20mm 

thick layer of tulipwood. the connection 

between treads is, therefore, one of the 

most highly stressed parts of the sculpture. 

the balustrades help to stiffen the structure 

rather than just the treads on their own. the 

stiffness of the side balustrades is controlled 

by the ‘rolling shear’ properties and the 

amount of overlap between one balustrade 

panel and the next.

the use of hardwood Clt panels means  

that the structure’s geometry has been 

maintained as envisaged by the architect in 

the conceptual designs. 

fig 3 The pairs of flights act as arching elements.

designing for perforMance

since the installation was designed to be 

interactive and people were encouraged to 

climb the stairs, the sculpture had to be safe 

to use, while not compromising the overall 

aesthetics of the design.

with little guidance on how a structure of 

this type would perform, arup had to identify 

the appropriate engineering design criteria to 

assess its performance. By examining how 

people queue on busy stairs, with one person 

standing on every other tread, arup defined an 

appropriate level of loading. in typical loading 

terms this equated to approximately 2kn/m2 

(i.e. 200 kg/m2). in addition, arup predicted that 

there might be times when people would stop 

and assemble in groups. For these concentrated 

patch loads, arup assumed having one person 

on every tread. this is equivalent to nearly  

4kn/m2. Figure 5 shows the deflections of the 

sculpture under a uniform load of 2kn/m2 on 

every tread. 

it was also important to set a limit on how 

much the structure could move. the analysis 

model showed that no part of the structure 

would ever move by more than 20mm, which 

was acceptable. in most areas, the movement 

would be far less than this (see figure 6 over  

the page).  
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are taken in tHe 
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Each tread supports the one above, bringing 
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Foundations

Endless Stair was supported on concrete pads to suit the particular site conditions. 

The foundations were designed to resist not only the vertical loads of the sculpture 

and people but also the horizontal thrust imposed by the arching forces. In legacy 

mode, different solutions will be required with respect to foundations. 

ProVisional design data For tuliPwood Clt

The table below provides some of the key structural properties 

for tulipwood and compares these to standard C24 softwood. 

Most of the values are based on testing previously carried out 

by Arup and AhEC at the uK’s building Research Establishment 

(bRE), using FAS joinery-grade tulipwood material that was 

re-graded to comply with structural grade Th1 of bS 5756. The 

strength of wood is dominated by density, knots and slope of 

grain. Tulipwood grows as fast and straight as softwood but is 

about 30% denser and practically knot free up to 20 – 25m from 

the ground. Tulipwood is therefore approximately 70% stronger 

in bending than a typical grade C24 softwood, as illustrated in 

the table below. 

tulipwood C24 softwood

Bending n/mm2 41.7 24

tension parallel n/mm2 25 14

tension perpendicular n/mm2 0.5 0.4

Compression parallel n/mm2 26.8 21

Compression 
perpendicular

n/mm2 6.8 2.5

shear n/mm2 4.0 4.0

rolling shear 
(*provisional)

n/mm2 2.7 0.8

Mean density n/mm2 552 420

coMputer ModeLLing

as the sculpture could be more flexible than a 

conventional structure, this would inevitably lead 

to larger than normal deflections. the sculpture 

was, therefore, designed to resist non-linear 

second-order deflection and buckling effects. 

notwithstanding the computer modelling, 

confidence in designing such a complex structure 

had to be verified to evidence how the structure 

would behave. arup therefore asked nüssli to 

manufacture a test flight and to compare its 

performance with the computer model.  

weights were loaded onto the test flight (see 

pages 36-37) and the resulting movements were 

sufficiently close to provide increased certainty 

that the computer modelling was accurate. 

similarly, the complexity of the design meant 

that the overall vibration behaviour could not be 

easily predicted through analysis. the completed 

stair was tested, in situ, before the formal 

opening in order to measure its performance. 

the monitoring information gathered during the 

de-propping sequence showed that the structure 

is stiffer than anticipated, suggesting that with 

further materials testing, improved rolling shear 

characteristics could be adopted for future 

designs in tulipwood.

connections

good connection design is a vital element for 

all timber projects. the connections between 

treads and balustrade panels were critical to 

both the design and the ease of construction 

(Figure 7). in drMM’s initial design, the infill 

between adjacent treads consisted of two 

small blocks and was relatively transparent. 

arup settled on one longer block (Figure 8), 

made from five layers of tulipwood glulam 

(glued laminated timber), to allow the forces to 

flow down through the treads. the connecting 

tread was, nonetheless, one of the most 

highly stressed parts of the stair, using the full 

bending stiffness of the tulipwood.  

the individual flights were glued and screwed 

together off site in controlled factory 

conditions, to provide a strong and stiff 

connection. the landing connections were also 

critical in allowing for fast on-site installation 

and later disassembly. this was achieved by 

connecting together the prefabricated flights 

on site with long tensioned bolts. 

xy

z

Exaggerated picture of how the top cantilevering flight will distort. 

*The rolling shear values are based on project-specific testing for Endless 
Stair and should not be used for other projects. These impressive values 
can, however, potentially be achieved.

105mm

45
°

PreCast 
 tread

Made 
ground

Post - drilled 
anCHor Bolt

Mass ConCrete 
Footing witH 

reCyCled aggregate 
and HigH ggBs 

liFting eye 
and PlastiC 
 lining aid 
reMoVal

fig 6 Final proposal for the glulam infill block 
connecting one tread to the next.

fig 8 Diagram showing fixing detail of 
tread to balustrade panels.

fig 7 
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flow down through the treads. the connecting 
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italian joB: 
Making tHe 
Clt Panels
The lumber that arrived at Imola Legno was 
transformed efficiently into uniform panels of CLT.

mola Legno, a family-

owned timber firm 

based in northern 

Italy, made the 

tulipwood CLt panels. 

the biggest challenge 

for production director, 

Chad Cole, was working 

as efficiently as possible 

with the different widths and lengths of 

tulipwood that arrived from the producers in 

north america. the grade of timber specified 

for this project is known as ‘no. 2 Common’ a 

relatively low grade, which is usually reserved 

for the domestic market. no. 2 Common timber 

has a higher incidence of knots and other 

defects. the whole point of the process of 

making Clt is that this lower grade of timber 

can be used without jeopardising the strength 

of the panels but providing cost savings. with 

material coming from a number of suppliers, 

there was also considerable variation in colour, 

which enhanced the attractive appearance.

imola legno took the 1" thick (american 

measures) strips of hardwood and cut out the 

larger defects to create planks of various widths 

of wood. it cut them, and created a ‘jigsaw 

puzzle’ of pieces (although all the timber was 

aligned in the same direction) in order to make 

the sheets of Clt. then it edge-glued between 

the strips with vinylic glue. Finally, it planed the 

sheets down to 20mm thick.

not all layers were alike. Cole deliberately made 

three types of sheet, an sheet - a, B and C.  

‘a’ was the best quality in terms of finish, ‘B’ the 

next best, and ‘C’ the least attractive visually, 

although still structurally sound. the ‘C’ sheet 

became the centre of the sandwich, with the 

others providing the exterior faces. the very 

best would be the surface seen from close up, 

and the second best seen from underneath or 

outside of the structure. Cole said, ‘this means 

that, from a sustainability point of view, waste 

can be minimised by using all of the material’s 

natural colour and grain variations.’

the company also made the five-layer glulam 

for the infill blocks. it used a ‘brick-laying’ 

technique, ensuring that the joints in adjacent 

layers did not line up, to increase the structural 

strength. 
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01:luMBer 
arriVes
American hardwoods are generally shipped in 

random widths and lengths. only the thickness 

is constant. For tulipwood, the width typically 

varies from 95 to 350mm, and length from 1.8 

to 4.5m. This means that the manufacture of 

CLT from tulipwood is a very different process, 

requiring a more considered approach than 

when using softwood which is cut to standard 

widths and lengths.

02:Cutting & Planing
A softwood CLT producer would have created a large amount of wastage to 

achieve standard timber dimensions. Fortunately Imola Legno, a leading Italian 

importer of hardwoods, is used to working with these random elements. It 

created a ‘jigsaw’ of timber, cutting the lengths and widths appropriately to 

minimise wastage, and then planing the 1" timber to a thickness of 20mm.

04:single 
layer
once the planks had been edge-glued 

together to form the single sheets that 

would be combined to make the CLT, they 

were placed in clamps for setting.  

Each monolayer sheet measured 

1135mm by 560mm. The planks ran the 

opposite way in the sheets that would 

form the ‘filling’ for the timber sandwich. 

Imola Legno consigned the least visually 

appealing timber to this hidden role.

05:resin 
sPreading
because Imola Legno usually makes panels 

for joinery, it uses a non-structural PvA 

glue. This would not have been suitable 

for bonding the layers of CLT for the stair, 

since it would be exposed to moisture in the 

external environment. Test data showed 

that polyurethane glue (PuR) would be an 

appropriate solution, but there was not 

enough time to set up the equipment that 

would be needed for its use. Instead Rotafix 

Lamset Epoxy was used.

03:edge- 
gluing
Edge-gluing, which is the gluing of the sides of 

the planks together to form the sheet, is not 

done by all CLT manufacturers. Some rely on the 

bond between the sheets to hold the elements in 

place. but in this case, where there are points of 

high loading and with the possibility that an edge 

joint could be near the edge of an element, it was 

considered essential. Imola Legno used a modified 

finger joint and a vinylic glue.

06:tHe 
Press
Completed panels were placed in a 

press while the epoxy resin reached its 

full strength. once this happened, the 

task was complete. After some final 

finishing, the panels were packaged 

ready for road transport from 

northern Italy to nüssli in north-east 

Switzerland ready for the next stage in 

the making of Endless Stair.
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nüssli received the CLt panels, glulam panels 

and timber for the upright posts, and then 

set about assembling them into flights of 

stairs – minus the balustrade posts, which 

had to be fixed on site, as they would have 

made the flights too bulky for transport. 

the first task was to cut and mould the solid 

timber columns. then the CnC machine cut the 

treads and the side elements, putting in all the 

fixing points. 

next came the cutting of the special diagonal 

finger joint, and of holes for screws to prevent 

the stair from pulling apart. after this was 

the cutting of the infill elements, and of the 

balustrade posts. 

with all the elements now cut, the process 

of assembly could begin (although of course, 

these happened alongside each other once 

production was going at full tilt). the first step 

was to glue the treads and the sides together 

in pairs, with a polyurethane glue. then the 

flights themselves were assembled, and finally, 

the landing elements. the black tubular steel 

handrails, through which the cables for the 

lighting travelled, were also fixed.

there was a great deal of handwork involved in 

the process, which was done with the greatest 

precision. For example, the company cut special 

slots into the treads to help with the positioning 

of the infill blocks, to ensure that this was done 

with total accuracy each time. 

nüssli also assembled a test flight, loaded it 

and measured the deflection, finding that it was 

well within the expected limits. 

once all the assembly was complete, the flights 

and ancillary elements were packed into four 

trucks to travel to the site, outside tate Modern 

in london.

Masters oF 
Making
At a manufacturing facility in a rustic Swiss  
village, nüssli fabricated Endless Stair with 
exemplary attention to detail.

Cutting and moulding of a solid timber column.

Joining treads and balustrade elements.

Finger joints having just been cut.

The test flight assembled, complete with 
balustrade posts which for the other flights 
were fixed on site.

CnC machine cutting treads and balustrades 
and putting in fixing points.

Assembling a flight.

Cutting the infill elements from  
five-layer glulam.

Test flight, loaded to simulate occupation 
in use.
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nüssli’s own team was in charge of the 

erection process. the first stage of the work, 

once all the material had been unpacked on 

site, was to carry out some final gluing of the 

landings, since creating a complete double 

landing in the factory would have been too 

ungainly for transport. at the same time, the 

shallow foundations were constructed and 

trenches laid for the electrical cables.

nüssli used a crane to erect and fix the 

stairs, with cherry pickers used for limited 

support tasks (using these too freely would 

have had a damaging effect on the grass), and 

some scaffolding to support the flights until 

they were joined together, forming the self-

supporting arches. 

the screws that nüssli used for fixing on site 

had much larger heads than those it used in 

the factory. this was because in the factory it 

was able to use fully threaded screws, which 

resist pull-out forces far better than partially 

threaded screws. But they require elements 

to be clamped together in a manner that was 

not practical on site. For on site fixing of the 

balustrade posts the company, therefore,  

used partially threaded screws, with the large 

heads providing the extra resistance needed.

 welCoMe  
 to london
Prefabrication paid off when the structure arrived 
on site, with simple and rapid erection.
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at nigHt
Subtly changing lighting  
provided another way of  
seeing Endless Stair at night.

the complex form of Endless Stair lent itself 

to imaginative lighting, and that is what 

SEAM Design provided. ‘we worked with the 

architect’s vision of an escher-esque piece,’ 

explained Marci song, director of seaM, ‘to 

bring out the juxtaposition between solids 

and voids, solids and surfaces, and play on 

disorientation.’

the lighting scheme used led luminaires 

supplied by lumenpulse. these were a 

combination of linear grazers and spotlights 

hidden within the sculpture. with the use of 

special programming, these were dynamic 

lights, which could be controlled individually to 

reveal different aspects of the structure and to 

perceptually reconfigure the spaces within.  the 

effect of light movement was slow and subtle, 

giving a feeling of changing mood and definition. 

additionally, the light scheme incorporated 

presence detectors to trigger light sequences, 

which gave an added degree of interest and 

enhanced the security of the sculpture at 

night. ‘this allowed us to experiment with the 

relationship and interactivity between people and 

the sculpture,’ song said.  

the lighting system was designed in advance, 

with the final programming carried out once 

endless stair was installed.  
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liFe-CyCle 
analysis
Detailed analyses of six major impacts make 
it possible to determine the contribution of 
every part of the process.

the following pages show the main environmental 

impacts involved in the production of endless 

stair, from the forest to installation on site. all 

information has been provided by Pe international.

it is worth noting the considerable off-setting of 

some impacts that come from the manufacturing 

processes. this is because both imola legno 

and nüssli use hardwood waste to produce 

thermal energy. this is common practice in the 

wood manufacturing industry and helps to avoid 

the consumption of natural gas as fuel with its 

consequent impacts, particularly for global warming. 

in this way the manufacturing process can actually 

help offset the impacts of a product.

impacts of glues are high, higher, in fact, than they 

would be with industrial-scale production. this is 

because of the logistical need (explained on page 

27) to use epoxy resin for the face gluing in the Clt 

production, rather than the polyurethane glue that 

would normally be used and which has around 30% 

less global warming potential and primary energy 

demand.

these analyses do not go beyond the installation 

of endless stair to its end of life. Biogenic carbon 

stored in biomass will – sooner or later – be 

released at the end of the product’s life-cycle, 

one hopes with a beneficial result such as burning 

for energy. there are different ways to account 

for the embodied carbon, but for simplicity and 

transparency, in these analyses the stored (biogenic) 

carbon has not been subtracted from the global 

warming impact of endless stair. For information, 

however, a reasonable estimate is that about 14.5 

tonnes of Co2 are stored in the structure.

FaBriCation at nÜssli

Material: 
tuliPwood

transPort  
to euroPe

Clt ProduCtion transPort oF Clt installation at
design FestiVal

transPort oF 
CoMPonents

transPort  
oF glue

Material: glue

transPort oF glue, 
Metals, Coating

Material: glue, 
Metals, CoatingA flow chart to show the processes measured 

during the production of Endless Stair.
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PriMary energy deMand 
(non-rEnEWAbLE rESourCES)

this is a measure of the total demand of primary energy that comes from non-renewable resources, such 

as oil and natural gas. Measured in gigajoules (gj), the primary energy demand takes into account the 

conversion efficiencies from the primary energy to, for example, electricity. the generation of carbon dioxide 

from the production of energy is one of the major causes of global warming. 

PriMary energy deMand 
(rEnEWAbLE & non-rEnEWAbLE rESourCES)

like the primary energy demand from non-renewable resources, this is a measure of the total amount of 

primary energy, but in this case, derived from both non-renewable resources and renewable sources such as 

hydropower and wind energy. again, it takes conversion efficiencies into account where appropriate. 

Hardwood production and transport are the most important elements in this category, largely because of the energy required to kiln dry the timber and petrol 
consumption for transport. the glues used for the Clt, the metalwork and the concrete for installation at the festival are also significant. imola legno makes an 
important avoided non-renewable energy demand because of the thermal recovery from wood waste.

if it seems odd at first that the hardwood accounts for more than nine-tenths of this, it becomes clearer once you realise that the figures include the solar energy 
that trees absorb for photosynthesis. the avoided energy demand in the Clt production process is a result of thermal recovery from wood waste.
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total PriMary energy deMand FroM 
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resourCes: 1,087 gj

total PriMary energy deMand FroM 
non-renewaBle resourCes: 161 gj

key iMPaCt aVoided 
iMPaCt% Valuekey

The full i-report prepared by PE International is available at:  www.americanhardwood.org/EndlessStair/The full i-report prepared by PE International is available at:  www.americanhardwood.org/EndlessStair/
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CFCs

CH4

CO2

REFLECTION

ABSORPTION

UV RADIATION

INFRARED

RADIATION

gloBal warMing  
Potential (gwP) 
global warming is usually regarded as one of the most significant environmental issues. 

global warming Potential, measured in kg Co2 equivalent, is also a good marker for other 

environmental impacts. it is calculated from the volumes of greenhouse gases, such as 

carbon dioxide and methane, emitted during a process.

imola legno’s operation has a large offset to the global warming potential, because of the on-site heat recovery from the wood waste. nearly a third of the gwP 
impact comes from the installation process at tate Modern, this is mainly due to the concrete used for the bottom steps and shallow foundations. similarly, the 
metal elements used at nüssli have a significant role because of the large volume of screws used in the connections. 
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aCidiFiCation  
Potential (aP) 
this is a measure of the emissions that cause acidifying effects to the environment, which 

can cause imbalances and the death of species. emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrous 

oxide result in acid rain which can fall some way from the place where the emissions occur. 

acidification potential is measured in kg of sulphur dioxide equivalent.

transport makes the greatest contribution to the acidification potential, because of the sulphur dioxide (so2) and nitrous oxide (nox) emissions from the ships 
carrying the hardwoods to europe. the significant contribution from the hardwood results from the processing before shipping – cutting, drying etc. nearly 10% is 
calculated to come from Clt production – this is a conservative estimate based on a ‘worst-case’ scenario in terms of boiler emissions.
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PHotoCHeMiCal ozone 
Creation Potential (PoCP) 
this is a measure of emissions or precursors that contribute to low-level smog.  it is measured in kg of ethene 

equivalent.  ozone layer depletion potential (odP) is also part of the i-report but is not included in the charts 

because the effect is negligible. there may seem to be a contradiction between these two impacts but, put 

simply, high-level ozone is good and should be protected, whereas ozone at ground level is a pollutant.

the large percentage of PoCP during material production is due to emissions of terpene, a type of volatile organic compound (VoC) released from wood resins during kiln 
drying. in contrast, the transport has a negative figure, because of the assumptions applied by the reference impact assessment method (CMl) that in some cases the 
emitted no is oxidised to no2, actually removing ozone locally.
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eutroPHiCation 
Potential (eP) 
eutrophication is the process by which water receives an excessive amount of nutrients, particularly phosphates 

and nitrates. these nutrients, which typically come from run-off from fertilisers, lead to algal blooms which, in 

turn, deprive the water of oxygen and lead to imbalances and deaths in the aquatic populations. eutrophication 

is measured in terms of kg of phosphate equivalent, and kg of nitrogen equivalent.

Fertiliser is very rarely used during the growth of american hardwoods and therefore material production contributes only one-fifth of total eutrophication potential.  as with 
the acidification, transport by ship makes the largest contribution – in this case well over one third of the total. the ‘worst case’ scenario for the boiler at imola legno is even 
more significant here than in the case of acidification, because of the potential nox emissions. For this reason it counts for one-fifth of the total figure.
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iMPaCt For 
1m2 oF 60mm  
3-layer Clt
this chart shows the global warming potential of the 

production of 1m2 of 60mm thick Clt. in terms of the 

hardwood, which again has the largest impact, it is 

worth noting that the effect of kiln drying is lower for 

tulipwood than for many other species, since it is one 

of the fastest-drying hardwoods, needing only six to 

eight days in the kiln (based on 1" thick lumber).

Most of the impact of gluing comes from the epoxy-

resin based face glue. using Pur glue as originally 

intended would have reduced this figure significantly.

again, the highly efficient operation at imola legno, 

with its re-use of wood waste for heat generation, has 

a considerable offsetting effect. the table below shows 

the absolute impacts in the other five categories.

transPort For 
ProCessing

37%

transPort glue Clt

8%

Impact Category Absolute value

global warming Potential (gwP) 14.6 kg Co2-equiv.

acidification Potential (aP) 0.38 kg so2-equiv.

eutrophication Potential (eP) 0.05 kg Phosphate-equiv.

Photochemical ozone Creation 
Potential (PoCP) 

0.13 kg ethene-equiv.

Primary energy demand from 
renewable and non renewable 
resources (net cal. value) 

2610.79 Mj

Primary energy demand from 
renewable resources (net cal. value)

226.58 Mj

Material, 
ManuFaCturing 
and transPort– 
wHere do tHe 
iMPaCts lie? 
this section of the analysis looks at one of the categories – 

global warming potential – and assesses where the impact comes 

from. Materials make the largest contribution, with tulipwood, 

not surprisingly, dominating, since it is the primary material used 

in endless stair. in terms of the hardwood, as the breakdown 

opposite on page 51 for a square metre of Clt shows, the major 

contribution comes from kiln drying.

it is interesting to see the scale of the contribution made by 

concrete, glue and screws. on-site concrete, in particular, makes 

a massive contribution of 31%, despite the fact that it has only 

been used for pad foundations.  Pe international used data for 

industry standard concrete.  

transport has less of an impact than materials. the lion’s share 

of it comes from transport of the hardwood to europe, which is 

shared between truck transport within the u.s. and transport by 

ship between the u.s. and europe.

Manufacture actually has an important offsetting role in the 

global warming potential. this is thanks to the use of wood 

waste to generate energy, avoiding the use of natural gas which 

would have an important global warming potential.

Materials

119%
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A towering Escher-like structure made 
from American tulipwood CLT for the 
London Design Festival 2013.  

This publication tells the story of Endless Stair, a towering Escher-like 
structure that was erected outside Tate Modern in September 2013 
for the London Design Festival. Made from American tulipwood CLT,  
it was an exciting exploration of space and form that also pioneered 
the use of a new material, and acted as a research project. It was 
designed by dRMM and engineered by Arup.

ThE iPAD EDITIon oF ThIS PubLICATIon ConTAInS 
vIDEo, IMAgE gALLERIES AnD InTERACTIvE ConTEnT.
Search for ‘Endless Stair’ in the App Store


